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Abstract 
Wireless networked control systems (WNCSs) have been widely used in the areas of manufac-
turing and industrial processing over the last few years. They provide real-time control with a 
unique characteristic: periodic traffic. These systems have a time-critical requirement. Due to 
current wireless mechanisms, the WNCS performance suffers from long time-varying delays, 
packet dropout, and inefficient channel utilization. Current wirelessly networked applications 
like WNCSs are designed upon the layered architecture basis. The features of this layered 
architecture constrain the performance of these demanding applications. Numerous efforts have 
attempted to use cross-layer design (CLD) approaches to improve the performance of various 
networked applications. However, the existing research rarely considers large-scale networks 
and congestion network conditions in WNCSs. In addition, there is a lack of discussions on how 
to apply CLD approaches in WNCSs. This thesis proposes a cross-layer design methodology to 
address the issues of periodic traffic timeliness, as well as to promote the efficiency of channel 
utilization in WNCSs. The design of the proposed CLD is highlighted by the measurement of 
the underlying network condition, the classification of the network state, and the adjustment of 
sampling period between sensors and controllers. This period adjustment is able to maintain the 
minimally allowable sampling period, and also maximize the control performance. Extensive 
simulations are conducted using the network simulator NS-2 to evaluate the performance of 
the proposed CLD. The comparative studies involve two aspects of communications, with and 
without using the proposed CLD, respectively. The results show that the proposed CLD is 
capable of fulfilling the timeliness requirement under congested network conditions, and is also 
able to improve the channel utilization efficiency and the proportion of effective data in WNCSs. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This thesis, entitled 'Cross-layer Design and Optimization for Wireless Networked Control Sys-
tems', focuses on improving real-time performance of networked control systems which adopt 
standard wireless technologies. The overall objective of this research is to meet the real-time 
control requirement, by providing efficient channel utilization and remaining data timeliness for 
wireless networked control systems. To achieve this objective, this thesis adopts a cross-layer 
approach, and designs a method to dynamically adjust the data sampling/transmitting period in 
WNCS. This chapter introduces the research background, motivation, and aims. The research 
achievement, significance as well as contribution are also included. 
1.1 Research Background 
In the last decade, networked communications such as real-time applications and data trans-
mitting have become common in various areas . These applications have been developed under 
wired network systems. Society is now moving towards more wireless network use. This 
transition has brought many advantages to networked communications. Performance challenges 
arise when transitioning to modem wireless networks . A significant issue that has emerged from 
this transition is that the characteristic of wireless network technologies and typical layered ar-
chitecture make it difficult to achieve the performance requirements of demanding applications. 
Network control systems (NCSs) are widely used in manufacturing and industrial processing 
fields. An NCS features in communication between the control system components to sense the 
signals from real world into digital formats, and then makes decisions for required services. 
1 
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A typical NCS is composed of five components: sensors, actuators, controllers, a plant under 
control, and a shared communication network. NCS can provide the real-time control, and the 
periodic traffic is one of its unique features. The data sampling/transmitting period and data 
size in an NCS are typically fixed and short. It is therefore in the normal network condition, 
the traffic load can be known in advance. This system has a time-critical requirement which 
means that the transmitted sampling data from one sensor must successfully arrive at the con-
troller before the next sampling data arrives. The performance of an NCS is affected by the 
sampling/transmitting period of the sampling data packets. The smaller sampling period can 
transmit more data packets from sensors to controllers. If the network is not congested, the 
NCS can generally obtain better performance. Nevertheless, this also generates more traffic 
rrian and Gui, 2011]. Today, wireless NCSs (WNCSs) which utilize IEEE 802.11 technology 
has been paid an increasing amount of attention. This wireless technology provides better 
scalability, fast deployment and lower maintenance costs. 
Current networked communication applications such as NCSs employ a layered design 
architecture. This architecture brings numerous benefits to the Internet and various commu-
nication networks, since it makes the solution tractable and breaks the complex problem into 
different layers. The defining feature of a layered design is that each layer is independent, and 
any two adjacent layers can exchange information directly through an interface. By contrast, the 
non- adjacent layers are not allowed to communicate directly. This feature constrains the param-
eters exchanging in different layers, as the protocol stacks cannot rapidly respond to the channel 
condition when the network state is changed [Raisinghani and Iyer, 2006]. These shortcomings 
become increasingly apparent when layered design architecture is applied to wireless networked 
applications. Recently, the concept of cross-layer design (CLD) has received attention as a way 
to address the constraints of layered architecture. CLD still maintains the layered approach but 
allows information exchange among different layers. 
1.2 Motivation and Research Problems 
Wireless NCSs can achieve superior performance when defining a shorter sampling period in 
a non-congested network medium. However, most of wireless standards such as IEEE 802.11 
were not developed specifically for WNCSs. Based on the current standard mechanism such as 
the contention-based distributed coordination function (DCF), the channel contention results in 
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long and unpredictable delays when the traffic loads increase. Such long and unstable time delay 
mainly exceeds the defined sampling period, and it critically violates the timeliness requirement 
of WNCSs. Under this congestion network state, the throughput falls, and the data packet 
dropouts due to losses and buffer overflows are subject to increase. Therefore, it is important to 
find solutions to resolve these problems. 
One solution has been introduced to make the sampling period adjustable to adapt the 
current channel condition for maximizing the quality-of-control (QoC) rrian and Gui, 2011]. 
Solutions that focus on the control and remain the acceptable time delay have been found in 
numerous literatures [Putra et al., 2009], [Heemels et al., 2010]. Some other solutions which 
involve designing theoretical framework and network protocols to satisfy real-time requirement 
in WNCSs can be found in [Tian and Tian, 2010], [Gui et al., 2011]. The solutions which 
adopt cross-layer design to improve WNCSs performance have been made in [Bai et al., 2012], 
rrrivellato and Benvenuto, 2009]. However, it is observed that the solutions above were mainly 
deployed in small-scale networks and under a light traffic load network condition. The experi-
mental scenarios of deploying more sensors and under a bursty network condition are relatively 
unexplored . In addition, using cross-layer design as a solution to addressing WNCSs timeliness 
requirement in the current literature has rarely been studied. 
Aside from the time delay problem, the inefficiency in utilizing channel and bandwidth 
resources is one of the main performance concerns in WNCSs. Since the components of 
WNCSs communicate over a shared network medium, the finite channel/bandwidth resources 
are the bottleneck in designing and operating WNCSs. This bottleneck constrains the per-
formance of WNCSs if the channel resource has not been efficiently utilized or allocated. 
For example, when the wireless network is un-congested, the underutilized idle channel is a 
waste of network resources . Thus, the utilization and allocation of channel resources should 
be optimized. Moreover, due to the characteristics of layered architecture, if the upper layers 
cannot be aware of the change of lower layers rapidly, the upper layer recovery mechanisms 
result in longer channel idle time. This idle channel leads to poor spatial-reuse efficiency 
[Cheng and Lin, 2008]. 
Several solutions have adopted cross-layer design to enhance the interaction between upper 
and lower layers, and then improve the throughput of applications [Cheng and Lin, 2008], 
[Liu et al., 2010]. Some solutions use a cross-layer design approach to allocate the required 
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bandwidth for different applications in an infrastructure-based WLAN [Hirai et al., 2010], [Ijiri et al., 
2010]. Although these solutions are not applied in WNCSs area specifically, the collaboration 
between layers has demonstrated that cross-layer design can improve the efficiency of channel 
resource utilization. There is a solution that focuses on the sampling rate adaptation for WNCSs 
by using a complex prediction method [Colandairaj et al., 2007]. However, this solution does 
not consider to different network congestion scenarios either. 
At this stage, the existing solutions for WNCSs and the solutions that have adopted cross-
layer design approaches have not considered large-scale networks and heavier traffic load con-
ditions. Also, the cross-layer design approach can improve the efficiency of channel utilization 
in a variety of applications, but it is rarely used in WNCSs. Based on these gaps, our research 
is motivated and aimed to resolve the following problems: 
• How to properly adjust the sampling period of WNCSs using cross-layer design to fulfil 
the timeliness requirement and also improve the control performance, especially under 
the congestion and bursty network, and heavier traffic load conditions. 
• How to improve the efficiency of channel utilization of WNCSs using cross-layer design 
under various network conditions. 
1.3 Research Objectives 
Based on the research problems defined above, two objectives are planned in this research: 
• To develop a cross-layer design methodology to satisfy the timeliness requirement of 
WNCSs. This methodology must adequately account for differences in network sizes and 
traffic load conditions. 
• To use this cross-layer design methodology to improve the efficiency of channel utiliza-
tion. The result must still stay within the timeliness requirement of WNCSs. 
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1.4 Significance of Study 
Our cross-layer design is a joint solution to the time delay and channel utilization problems. 
For time-critical WNCSs, the stable and timely delay as well as the effective data packets are 
crucial. Also, efficiently utilizing the channel resource can improve the traffic performance 
of WNCSs. Our design measures the varying time delay of every sampling data packet from 
the application layer to MAC layer in sensors side which can determine the wireless network 
condition between sensors and controller. The design can classify the current network state 
according to this network condition, and then performs our period adjustment method. This 
method can rapidly and smoothly adjust the sampling period of WNCSs to control the traffic 
load and channel utilization. Our design generally reduces the traffic load by increasing the 
sampling period when the network is in a congested state, while the traffic load is enlarged to 
transmit more sampling data during an un-congested network condition. 
1.5 Contribution of Thesis 
This thesis contributes to the field of WNCSs in the following ways: 
• A new cross-layer design methodology that is specially designed for the network condi-
tion determination and sampling period adjustment in WNCSs. 
• A new cross-layer design methodology that is not only able to efficiently utilize the 
channel resources, but also remain the timely and effective data requirements in WNCSs. 
1.6 Outline of Thesis 
This thesis is divided into five main chapters. After this introductory chapter, the literature 
reviews discuss the existing problems and solutions of WNCSs, as well as the methods of 
applying CLD to applications. Chapter three presents the design of the proposed CLD. In 
Chapter four, extensive simulations in the network simulator NS-2 are conducted to evaluate 
performance of the proposed CLD. The results show that the proposed CLD is capable to 
address the research problems. Finally, a conclusion of this thesis is drawn, and the areas 
of future work are also presented. 
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1.7 Limitations of Study 
This thesis may be limited in the following ways: 
• The development of the proposed cross-layer design only considers the issue of traffic 
loads in wireless networks rather than channel errors, such as interference and fading. It 
may not fit the corrupted packets circumstance and mobility communications. 
• This research focuses on the infrastructure-based network in which a single sensor di-
rectly communicates with the controller without intermediate nodes and routing algo-
rithms. Thus, an infrastructureless-based network such as Ad hoc may not suitable for 
adopting the proposed cross-layer design. 
Chapter 2 
Literature Review 
This chapter discusses the issues of wireless networked control systems (WNCSs) and the 
existing methodologies to deal with the issues. A review of the cross-layer design approaches 
in WNCSs and other research areas is also presented. Section 2.1 covers the description of 
research problems in WNCSs. Section 2.2 discusses the methodologies in use for dealing with 
the problems. In Section 2.3, an overview of the cross-layer design concept is presented, and 
the related literatures are reviewed. Section 2.4 summarizes this chapter. 
A Networked Control System (NCS) is a control system in which the system components ex-
change digital information over a shared communication network. The components of a typical 
NCS include sensors, controllers, actuators, a shared communication network and plants under 
control. This control system has a unique characteristic which the sampling and controlling data 
packets are transmitted periodically at fixed control periods. Figure 2.1 [Hespanha et al. , 2007] 
illustrates the framework of a general single-loop NCS. Today, with the development of wireless 
communication technologies, they are being increasingly applied in wireless NCSs (WNCSs) 
due to the better scalability, faster deployment, and lower maintenance cost. However, the 
current wireless network standards such as IEEE 802.11 series, poorly provide the quality-of-
service (QoS) support, and the characteristics of real-time traffic on WNCSs have not been 
considered [Tian and Tian, 2010]. Therefore, some challenges are introduced in designing 
WNCSs and performance analysis . 
The applications of WNCSs have been finding in a wild range of areas, since the shared 
communication network provides flexible installation and maintenance needs [Hespanha et al., 
2007]. WNCSs allow control applications to be utilized remotely in different locations. The 
7 
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Plant 
Conununication Network 
Controller 
Figure 2.1: General single-loop NCS [Hespanha et al., 2007]. 
uses include automated vehicle highway systems, tele-medicine and surgery, industrial engine 
monitoring, militarily applications, and aerospace area. The studies of WNCSs have been paid 
attentions in different research arenas. Gupta and Chow [2010] list the fields that recent re-
searchers most interesting in, for instance network technology, network delay, network resource 
allocation, scheduling, and network security. Based on these research fields, Heemels et al. 
[2010] point out the existing problems of WNCSs that the most of researchers are interesting 
in the time-varying network delays [Yang et al., 2005], sampling intervals [Colandairaj et al., 
2007], data packet losses [Trivellato and Benvenuto, 2009], communication constraints [Hespanha et al., 
2007], and quantisation effects [Quevedo et al., 2004]. 
These existing problems raise issues in designing WNCSs. Since the components in the 
control systems communicate over a shared network medium, the finite bandwidth is the major 
issue which constraints the performance of WNCSs [Tang and Yu, 2007]. This finite bandwidth 
issue is the main cause which significantly influences the stability and reliability of WNCSs. 
For example, when the number of contending sensors increase, WNCSs are harder to achieve 
the short latencies delivery, and the higher probability of data dropouts is introduced. The 
sampling/transmitting period in WNCSs is typically fixed, and this sampling/transmitting period 
determines the overall network traffic loads. Recent literatures have paid numerous efforts on 
the tradeoff between the sampling period and time delays [Yang et al., 2005], [Colandairaj et al., 
2007], [Heemels et al., 2010], [Bai et al., 2012]. 
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2.1 Existing Problems 
The current wireless communication technologies have constrained the stability of WNCSs. 
Under the limited bandwidth, utilizing the channel resource inefficiently significantly affects 
WNCs performance, while WNCSs performance suffer from the long and random network-
induced delays . This section discusses the problems of time delays and channel utilization 
respectively. 
Time Delay in Wireless Networked Control Systems 
Time delay is the duration of time that a data travels over a network medium. The time delay 
is generally constant and random, and it is influenced by the control schemes adopted [Yang, 
2006]. Throughput is one of the networking aspect parameters, which is the amount of data 
that can be successfully delivered in a unit time [Zheng and Akhtar, 2002]. Time delay and 
throughput are two of the major concerns of network performance, and these two parameters are 
mutually influenced each other. In order to achieve the ideal network performance, generally 
speaking, maximizing the throughput is the ultimate goal in some literatures [Ge and Shen, 
2007], [Luo et al. , 2010a]. This goal can be approached by increasing the network traffic loads. 
However, when the throughput grows, the delay increases as well. The is because the behaviour 
of increasing traffic loads mainly leads to unpredictable delays and congestion. Figure 2.2 
shows the relation among delay, throughput, and congestion state scales with the increasing of 
traffic load. 
In WNCSs, the time delay occurs on sampling data packets between components is highly 
variable due to network conditions, such as wireless channel quality and congestion [Hespanha et al. , 
2007]. When a sensor transmits a sampling data packet to the controller, this data packet 
experiences a communication delay or network-induced delay (Tsc). This one-way network-
induced delay is composed of the pre-processing time of a data at the sender's application 
layer (T1), the waiting time that a packet in the sensor's queue buffer (T2) can be very vary-
ing, and the packet transmission time in the shared network medium (T3) . In Figure 2.3 
[Hristu-Varsakelis and Levine, 2005], the delay of a sampling data packet is shown clearly based 
on the layered structure. In addition, the post-processing time (T4 ) at the controller side is not 
considered in this thesis. Therefore, the network-induced delay (Tsc) between a sensor and 
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Figure 2.2: Relation among delay, throughput and congestion scales [Zheng and Akhtar, 2002]. 
controller is formulated as: 
(2.1) 
The network-induced delay (Tsc) between a sensor and controller is varying due to the channel 
contention at the MAC layer. This is because IEEE 802.11 wireless standard [IEEE, 2012] 
that adopts the contention-based distributed coordination function (DCF) to perform the media 
access control services. DCF utilizes the carrier sense multiple access - collision avoidance 
(CSMA/CA) protocol for the basis medium sensing mechanism. This collision avoidance 
mechanism basically waits and backs-off a random time before a sender to transmit a data 
frame. If the medium is busy, CSMA/CA defers the transmission for a random of time until the 
medium is idle again or performs the retransmission scheme. According to this DCF method, 
the heavier traffic load leads to introduce long delays and packet dropouts [Yang et al., 2005], 
[Bai et al., 2012]. 
In an NCS, sensors generate sampling data packets based on the pre-defined sampling 
period to the controllers to perform the periodic real-time traffic. With a smaller sampling 
period, the NCS generally gets better performance in terms of quality-of-control (QoC) in a 
un-congested network condition. However, a smaller sampling period generates more traffic on 
the communication medium, and it leads to higher possibility in channel contention between 
sensors in WNCSs [Tian and Gui, 2011]. Since WNCSs have a time-critical requirement, 
the sampling period is usually used as the deadline. If the Tsc exceeds the deadline, the 
performance of WNCSs may encounter a significant degradation [Gupta and Chow, 2010]. 
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Sens<1· 
Application layer 
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Transport layer 
T2 
T3 
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11 
Figure 23: One-way network-induced delay between a sensor and controller 
[Hristu-Varsakelis and Levine, 2005]. 
This circumstance violates the periodic traffic timeliness requirement, and it also implies a 
congestion network state. The long network-induced delay mainly results in two main problems 
in WNCSs. One of the problems is the effectiveness of the sampling data packets. A transmitted 
sampling data is defined as ineffective when it did not successfully arrive controller beyond 
deadline. In other words, the new sampling data will take place, and the old sampling data is 
subject to discard as it is an 'outdated' data. The other problem is the dropouts of sampling 
data packets. In the first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue mode, dropouts not only occur due to 
the transmission errors in the physical network medium, but also occur due to congestion 
in terms of buffer overflows in senders' MAC layer [Hespanha et al., 2007]. The sampling 
period must be greater than the average network-induced delays; otherwise the queue overflows 
[Gupta and Chow, 2010]. When there is a high probability of queue overflows, it implies that 
a large amount of newer generated data packet are discarded, and the WNCSs performance 
degrades significantly. 
Efficiency of Channel Utilization 
As mentioned before, WNCSs components communicate over a shared network medium, the 
finite bandwidth (or channel) resource is the bottleneck in designing and operating WNCSs. 
Under this constraint, the utilization and allocation of channel/bandwidth resources should be 
optimized [Gupta and Chow, 2010]. The ideas are mainly divided into two options. On one 
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hand , an option could develop a method to limit the use of communication network when 
the network is under a poor channel condition, such as severe congestion and channel errors 
[fang and Yu, 2007]. The main reason is that based on a typical layered architecture, the 
upper layers cannot instantly be aware of the network conditions. The recovery algorithms, 
for instance transport layer protocols will continuously perform until they realize the change 
of network. These lead to the degradation of channel utilization and increase the time delays 
[Cheng and Lin, 2008]. On the other hand, an option could develop a method to transmit more 
sampling data from the sensor's queue during a light traffic load condition. This method could 
prevent the waste of available channel resource. Due to the tradeoff between these two options, 
researchers are motivated to find out strategies such as MAC mechanism, control of traffic load, 
scheduling and queue principle, in order to improve the utilization of channel resources. 
Literatures have considered the channel utilization in terms of minimizing the communica-
tion delays and maximizing the allowable sampling period to guarantee the WNCSs stability. 
Walsh and Ye [2001] were probably the root that introduced the maximum allowable transfer 
interval (MATI). This MATI indicated a deadline to bound the amount of time between sampling 
data packets . After this publication, a number of researches have attempted to find a maximum 
upper bound on the sampling period in WNCSs for obtaining the maximum allowable delay 
bound (MADB). For example, studies in Chaillet and Bicchi [2008] involve varying time de-
lays, sampling intervals, and communication constraints to find the bounds on the tolerable 
delays and intervals. Some efforts have focused on efficiently exploiting the available channel 
resources. Colandairaj et al. [2007] claim that underutilizing the bandwidth of channel has 
advantages when the medium is under the poor condition. For a reasonable example from the 
authors, it is able to ensure sufficient channel for transmitting important control signals and 
retransmissions. Trivellato and Benvenuto [2009] suggest to allocate the available bandwidth 
resources optimally to the different links to guarantee stability. However, the existing optimisa-
tion solutions have not yet fully addressed the tradeoff of WNCSs performance requirements. 
It is because some specific solutions generally involve complex interactions between control 
strategies and communications [Bai et al., 2012]. 
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2.2 Existing Solutions to the Problems 
Variable time delays can indicate the performance of WNCSs. Optimizing the channel utiliza-
tion is considerable to guarantee the stability. T his section discusses several existing solutions 
in the presence of delay compensation and optimization of channel utilization. 
One of the random delays occurred in the network-induced delay is the channel contention 
delay in the MAC layer which was difficult to give a universal mathematic description [Yang et al., 
2005]. Nowadays, network-induced delays can be modelled by Markov chain model [Zhang et al., 
2005]. In dealing with the limitations of wireless standards, Tian and Tian [2010] develop 
a theoretical model using Markov chain to evaluating the performance of IEEE 802.11 DCF 
with periodic real-time traffic. The authors evaluate the throughput capacity, network delay, 
and packet loss ratio for guaranteeing real-time control applications in terms of quality-of-
service (QoS). T he concept of the critical real-time traffic condition is introduced to bound 
the satisfaction of real-time requirements. Where the average random delay Tavg.delay shall 
be bounded by the sampling period T, and the ratio of missed deadline RmisS-deadline shall 
be as small as possible for real-time control applications; therefore it can be formulated as 
[Tian and Tian, 2010]: 
Tavg.delay :::; T , Rmiss.deadline -+ 0 (2.2) 
The authors highlight that the throughput can be maximized under the constraints; also, when-
ever the average random delay is greater than this critical condition or further reduction in T, 
it violates the timeliness requirement. This concept is practical for the relevant researchers, 
because it clearly defines the bound of a real-time control requirement. Researcher are able to 
clarify the channel condition and then develop the desired strategies. 
Gui et al. [2011] develop a conditional retransmission enabled transport protocol (CRETP) 
to improve the transmission reliability and dropouts problem for WNCSs. The protocol is 
based on UDP protocol and it adds retransmission and acknowledgement functions from TCP 
protocol. CRETP has the ability to conditionally retransmit unacknowledged data packets 
through adding a sequence number into every single packet. The simulations show that this 
strategy ensures every transmitted data packet to the controller that is effective and timely. 
Furthermore, TCP protocol is formally demonstrated to be an unsuitable protocol in WNCSs 
according to the authors' comparative evaluation between TCP, UDP and CRETP. Although the 
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authors consider channel errors, the simulations have not been pushed under a heavy traffic load 
scenario. Which means that a large-scale WNCS may not be considered in this work. 
A tradeoff between sampling interval/period and varying delays is discussed in Heemels et al. 
[2010)'s article. The authors develop a new NCS model which derives the Lyapunov-based 
conditions to determine the maximally allowable transmission interval (MATI) and maximally 
allowable delay (MAD). The simulation results illustrate the tradeoff curves that can support 
network designing and protocols selecting. However, they simulate only one node accessing 
in the network which is under a congestion-free medium. This effort may only address the 
WNCSs performance problems under a light traffic load condition. 
Colandairaj et al. [2007] propose a sample rate adaptation methodology to prevent channel 
errors and severe channel contention. The methodology is a communication control which 
primarily reduces the communication of WNCS to guarantee stability. The authors investigate 
the use of channel based on 'a priori' (the term is defined as the known proposition from the 
earlier knowledge which is independent of any experience [Baehr, 2006].) to adapt the sampling 
interval, and then apply the Markov jump linear system (MJLS) theory to obtain stability in 
the presence of random time delay. The experimental results show that the theirs proposed 
methodology remains the stable QoS requirement in the closed-loop system, especially under 
a poor channel condition and bursty network. Nonetheless, the control methods of sampling 
policies are only set for a specific range of round-trip delay time for reacting the change of 
network. The settings may be difficult to handle the various network traffic conditions. 
The existing solutions for WNCSs above have given the ideas to address the time delay 
and channel utilization problems, for instance bounding the satisfaction of WNCS requirement, 
designing conditional retransmission protocol, determining maximum allowable sampling in-
terval, and establishing sampling interval adaptation policies. However, the efforts mainly lack 
for the considerations of heavier traffic load scenarios and variable network conditions. These 
concerns are very important, because the dense traffic load can affect stability, and even results 
in disability to WNCSs. 
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2.3 Cross-layer Design Approaches for WNCSs 
2.3.1 Overview 
Cross-layer design (CLD) is increasingly emphasised in the suitability of adopting layered 
design architecture in wireless networks. With the constraints of layered architecture, for 
instance a lack of QoS support in IEEE 802.11 wireless networks and poor dependence among 
layers for real-time control applications, Shakkottai et al. [2003] has demonstrated that the 
layered design architecture does not serve well in the wireless networks. Therefore, the cross-
layer design has been drawn more attentions to improve the performance of wireless networked 
applications. 
CLD is generally defined as a protocol design approach. It actively violates the current 
layered architecture and enables interaction among all layers, it allows non-adjacent layers to 
directly exchange information [Srivastava and Motani, 2005]. The feature of CLD is that it 
maintains the layered approach but relies on the dependence between layers for improving the 
performance of wireless communication applications. In 2003, Shakkottai et al. [2003] analyse 
the condition of physical and data-link layers, and then share this condition information to 
the upper layers. This helps the upper layers to allocate network resources over the Internet. 
Ge and Shen [2007] propose a methodology which considers the bandwidth efficiency in data-
link layer, and erasure coding in transport layer to investigate the tradeoff between stability and 
throughput in the presence of multicast transmission. A proposed cross-layer scheme is present 
to provide the optimal QoS for real-time video stream service in wireless multi-hop networks 
[Luo et al. , 2010b]. The scheme considers the parameters of TCP-friendly rate control, and 
it attempts to decrease the packet loss ratio by jointly examining the parameters of physical, 
transport, and application layers. 
For implementing a cross-layer design, Srivastava and Motani [2005] categorize three gen-
eral types of implementation method: 
• Direct communication between different layers (Figure 2.4(a)). This method allows 
all the variables and information available to exchange between non-adjacent layers. To 
achieve this implementation, the creation of new interfaces, merging of adjacent layers, 
and multiple layers collaboration are the common ways . 
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Figure 2.4: Types of implementation method in cross-layer interaction [Srivastava and Motani, 
2005]. 
• Shared database (Figure 2.4(b)). It plays an intermediate medium which allows all 
the layers to exchange and store information. A literature proposes a framework which 
creates an intermediate interface 'proxy' to store the wireless user requirements and 
network conditions and then sends the information to a multimedia server [Bouras et al., 
2007]. 
• Completely new abstractions (Figure 2.4(c)). The method performs no more layers in 
the design, and it organizes the protocols in heaps, instead of in stacks. Srivastava and Motani 
[2005] points out that this method has more rich interactions between protocols. However, 
it requires a totally new-level implementation. 
2.3.2 Applying Cross-layer Design in Applications 
To oversee a several cross-layer design (CLD) related literatures, most of applications and areas 
in used can be categorized into: 1) for multimedia/real-time streaming!VoiP, 2) for TCP end-
to-end performance, and 3) for TCP and UDP joint design. Generally, the relevant literatures 
aim to provide minimally communication delays and maximally throughput for the applications 
using cross-layer design approaches. 
Multimedia 
A significant number of CLD relevant literatures focus on optimizing the real-time performance 
for wireless multimedia applications. Research by Liu et al. [2010] propose an adaptive cross-
layer mechanism (ACMRV) for the real-time video traffic to increase the throughput, and to 
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reduce the end-to-end delay in multi-channel multi-interface (MCMI) wireless networks as 
well. The mechanism gathers the channel condition from the physical and data-link layers 
by examining the queue length and then calculates available bandwidth. It efficiently selects the 
better channels for the transmission, and also recovers packet errors . 
Taleb et al. [2008] study on the disparity in available bandwidth for providing efficient 
delivery of multimedia streaming service. They propose a cross-layer design methodology 
which involves five layers from physical to application layers, and enhances the multimedia 
applications performance based on TCP and real-time transport protocol (RTP). The parameters 
of involved layers are exploited for the adjustment of multimedia delivery rate. The extensive 
simulations show that their proposed CLD present better performance comparing with the 
existing protocols, such as TCP NewReno and RTP in terms of less packet dropouts and higher 
throughput. 
TCP End-to-end Performance 
Improvement of TCP protocol performance has been widely discussed in cross-layer design 
related works. Since TCP protocol is unable to recognize the cause of packet losses from 
channel errors or congestion [Bouras et al., 2008], it may result in inappropriate reduction 
of traffic input by TCP protocol. For eliminating this circumstance, Cheng and Lin [2008] 
develop a mechanism which extends the IEEE 802.11 functions and propose a cross-layer TCP 
protocol (TCP-CL) to improve throughput performance in multi-hop wireless networks. The 
proposed mechanism assigns a new variable RET F as the retransmission limit in MAC layer. It 
determines the cause of a dropped data frame that is due to channel errors or congestion. RETp 
can trigger a TCP negative acknowledgement (NAK) only when a data frame is dropped as a 
result of channel errors. Thus, the sender node is able to properly adjust its congestion window 
size based on the types of received ACK from the destination node, and then the sender prevents 
the unnecessary reduction of transmission rate in transport layer. 
TCP and UDP Joint Design 
In an infrastructure-based network like the wireless local area networks (WLANs), different 
communication flows such as TCP, UDP or others are normally mixed in a shared network 
medium. In order to guarantee the QoS for the high demanding applications, literatures on 
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jointly design for mixed communication flows using CLD are also highlighted. [Hirai et al., 
2010] propose a cross-layer method to ensure the available bandwidth for UDP communication 
when TCP and UDP communications are transmitting in the same WLAN. The main idea 
is using the bandwidth allocation method which primarily establishes the overall effective 
throughput of WLAN by measuring the channel occupancy (Roccupancy) in MAC layer. The 
average throughput of TCP and UDP are measured respectively. After that, the proposed 
cross-layer control module examines the information from MAC layer, and then it allocates 
the available bandwidth for TCP and UDP communications. A similar research in Ijiri et al. 
[2010] additionally consider the RTS/CTS exchange in terms of DCF virtual carrier sensing 
mechanism. 
Other Applications 
CLD approach has also been used in some specific areas. In the e-health area, Putra et al. 
[2009] focus on providing guaranteed bandwidth, and attempt to reduce the time delays for 
telemedicine applications over IEEE 802.11 WLANs. The proposed approach deploys a cross-
layer optimizer which is an intermediate interface between all the involves layers. The opti-
mizer gathers the parameter information from physical, data-link and application layers. Then 
the optimizer examines this information, and attempts to fulfil the QoS bounds provisions of 
the application. Although the simulation results show a significant improvement in average 
transmission delays, the authors consider less in the congestion network scenarios. When the 
application encounters a bad channel condition or a burst of traffic, the proposed approach may 
be inefficient to satisfy the application's performance requirement. 
Cross-layer design is kind of the collaborative approach which enhances the ability of 
parameters information exchange among layers. The solutions mentioned above have demon-
strated that the cross-layer design can help to improve the efficiency of channel resource uti-
lization and fulfil QoS requirements. Although the discussed solutions are not specially applied 
in WNCSs, the advantages of CLD give us ideas to apply it in WNCSs to address the research 
problems. 
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2.3.3 Applying Cross-layer Design in WNCSs 
Because of the CLD advantages mentioned before, a few number of researches began to apply 
CLD in WNCSs. The solutions of applying CLD in WNCSs in the current literatures are 
little. We review some relevant literatures to assist us to find the strategies on applying CLD in 
WNCSs. 
Bai et al. [2012] propose a joint design methodology in deriving the optimal sampling rate 
for WNCSs. The main idea is to measure the end-to-end delay of every sampling data as 
the main deterministic metric to imply the network condition, and this information is then 
examined with the wireless interface queue to determine the level of congestion. A virtual link 
capacity margin (VLCM) parameter is calculated as the optimal sampling rate, which is used to 
determine the optimal delay requirement. Simply, a range of delay requirements selects the one 
which yields VLCM (the optimal sampling rate) within the range. Through this optimization 
design, the timeliness requirement of WNCSs is satis fied . However, this work only considers a 
un-congestion network condition, since the maximum number of simulation nodes (12 nodes) 
is doubtfully to show the ability in a large-scale WNCS. 
Trivellato and Benvenuto [2009] study on the packet losses and signal quantization/encoding 
jointly to allocate the finite bandwidth of channel resources. The authors develop a TCP-like 
protocol between the actuators and controller to address the problem of dropouts and signal 
quantization. A cross-layer optimization framework between sensors and the controller to 
optimally allocate the network resource is proposed. Unfortunately, this paper only focuses 
on wireless connection optimization between channel access methods such as TDMA and 
modulation schemes such as BPSK issues. The time delay between WNCS components has 
not been considered specifically. It is not considerable to meet the timeliness requirement. 
A large-scale and dense design of WNCS has been discussed in Israr et al. [2009] 's research. 
They study the communication in aerospace area, and propose a cross-layer methodology to 
improve the reliability of WNCSs in terms of minimally round-trip time delay and guaranteed 
medium access capacity. The major concerns of WNCS in the aerospace area are the low level 
of mobility and low power consuming operation. The proposed protocol majorly involves the 
network and data-link layers, and the protocol features in recovery from route failures which is 
done by the proposed link-layer broadcast downlink scheme. The improvement on the medium 
access capacity in large-scale systems is bright for the related systems design. However, the 
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efficiency of channel utilization is not the major concern in the authors' research area. 
The existing solutions for applying CLD approach in WNCSs above have addressed the 
issues, such as satisfying timeliness requirement, dealing with packet dropouts and signal quan-
tization, and guaranteeing the medium access capacity. The literatures left some gaps. One is 
a lack of consideration in a congestion network condition, and the other two researches have 
not jointly considered the time delay and utilization of channel resources . If we overcome these 
gaps, we are able to apply CLD in WNCSs to meet the timeliness requirement in a congested 
network condition, and also improve the utilization of channel resource. 
2.4 Summary of the Literature Review 
This chapter introduces an overview of wireless networked control systems (WNCSs), and the 
finite bandwidth is highlighted as the bottleneck in designing WNCSs. Due to the finite band-
width resource, the long time-varying delay and efficiency of channel utilization are commonly 
discussed in current WNCSs researches. Several existing solutions of WNCSs for the raised 
problems are reviewed, and the gaps of these solutions are also pointed. Then, the CLD 
approach is introduced for the conceptional purpose. A number of applications that adopt 
CLD have shown some advantages; and these advantages may address the existing problems 
in WNCSs. The researches on applying CLD in WNCSs are yet rarely discussed . A few 
number of solutions which adopt CLD in WNCSs have shown the ability to fulfil the WNCSs 
performance requirements, but they have left some gaps. Our research is motivated to overcome 
these gaps, and then develop our own CLD methodology. 
Chapter 3 
Proposed Cross-layer Design 
This chapter presents the strategies of our system design regarding the cross-layer approach. 
We outline the parameters that shall be taken into consideration when adopting a cross-layer 
approach. Then, the design of our proposed cross-layer methodology is specified . 
It is known that a smaller sampling period generally gives better performance of a networked 
control system (NCS) if the communication medium is not congested. However, this also 
generates more traffic [fian and Gui, 2011]. Although applying the wireless technology in 
an NCS brings advantages, the increased traffic usually leads to a congested network condition 
due to the wireless standards such as IEEE 802.11 series. Moreover, when the communication 
medium is not congested, inefficiently use of available bandwidth of channel resources is a 
waste of precious network resource in a wireless NCS (WNCS). Therefore, we aim to maintain 
the sampling period as small as possible while keeping the network un-congested in order to 
maximize the control performance. 
The purpose of developing the proposed cross-layer design is to ful fil the timeliness re-
quirement of periodic traffic when the wireless network is congested, and to efficiently utilize 
the available bandwidth of channel resources. Which are the two of the challenges in real-
time WNCSs research and development. In order to be aware of the change of wireless network 
status, it is essential to set up a deterministic metric to quantify the network condition. When this 
information is fully acknowledged, then it can exploit a period adjustment method in the sensors 
side for data generating to remain the timeliness requirement. In the project of Hirai et al. 
[2010], they mentioned that the network information can be obtained by estimating the channel 
occupancy in the MAC layer. This motivates us to grasp the network condition from the MAC 
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layer. The information then can be passed up to the application layer. Hirai et al. [2010] 
developed a module to calculate the required bandwidth information for two transport layer 
protocols in their project. This bandwidth information was passed to the transport layer, thus 
the senders could guarantee the transmission requirement of the multimedia data. We referred 
this kind of method to develop our own methodology. The main difference between Hirai et al. 
[2010] and our methodology is that our design is demanding on the ability of sampling period 
adjustment in WNCSs, while Hirai et al. [2010] focuses on ensuring the available bandwidth 
for the multimedia communication. 
3.1 Logical Design 
Our proposed cross-layer design (CLD) is implemented on the sensors in WNCSs. It is because 
our objective is to adjust the sampling period of each sensor to periodically transmit sampling 
data packets to the controller. As a result, every sensor is able to perform the proper adjustment 
of sampling period based on the immediate network conditions. 
The proposed CLD collects the wireless network conditions from the MAC layer, and then 
classifies the current network state. Once this network stated is classified, proposed CLD 
calculates a new sampling period through the proposed period adjustment method. This new 
sampling period information is then passed to the Application layer. Thus, the sensors are able 
to transmit sampling data packets with the new ideal sampling period packets to fit the current 
network condition. Based on the above outline, we developed three modules to construct our 
cross-layer design. The three modules are: 1) MAC packet delay measurement module, 2) 
Period optimisation module, and 3) Application data sampling module. 
The first module, MAC packet delay measurement module is implemented in the MAC layer 
to measure the sampling data packet's network-induced delay. Period optimisation module is the 
second proposed module which is implemented as an intermediate interface between MAC and 
Application layers. Its main task is to calculate the new sampling period. The third module is 
the Application data sampling module. It is implemented in Application layer, and it generates 
the new set of data based on the adopted new period. The proposed CLD focuses on dealing 
with the user datagram protocol (UDP) traffic flows. An overview of this cross-layer mechanism 
with the modules and their arrangement in the layers is shown in Figure 3.1. From the aspect 
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Figure 3.1: Framework of proposed cross-layer design. 
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of data traffic flow, the procedure of our cross-layer design mechanism in processing data is 
illustrated in the Figure 3.2. The processing order is arranged to: 
1. Application Data Sampling Module: The first sampling data which is generated by the 
Application layer in a sensor, and then this sampling data is to be transmitted within the 
pre-defined sampling period of WNCSs. 
2. MAC Packet Delay Measurement Module: When a data packet is successfully trans-
mitted from a sensor to the controller, the packet is to be acknowledged. The module 
then records the duration of this transmission which includes the pre-processing time in 
the Application layer, the waiting time in the MAC layer, and the transmission time in 
the Physical layer between a sensor and a controller. This duration time is defined as the 
MAC layer packet delay. 
3. Period Optimization Module: The MAC layer packet delay information is passed to the 
this module to perform the period adjustment. This task covers three steps. The first step 
is called Network state classification which is done by comparing the measured delay with 
the current sampling period. This concept is based on Tian and Tian [2012]'s critical real-
time traffic condition. The second step is named Threshold of period adjustment which 
calculates the threshold in advance based on the change of network condition. This is to 
avoid the overrun of adjustment due to the aggressive adjusting margin. The third step is 
called Period adjustment that dynamically adjusts the current sampling period. 
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4. Application Data Sampling Module: The calculated new period is passed to this mod-
ule, and then this module simply transmits the new sampling data with the new period. 
3.1.1 Application Data Sampling Module 
In WNCSs, the aspect of the periodic traffic is that each sampling data packet has the same pre-
defined transmission interval. For example, assume that a WNCS has defined the transmission 
interval between two data packets to 0.1 seconds for sensors, that is, the sampling period of 
the transmission is refereed to 0.1 seconds. Assume that there are three sampling data packets 
queuing to be sent: DATAl, DATA2, and DATA3. When the DATAl starts to transmit at 10.0 
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Figure 3.3: Delivery of sampling data packets and sampling period. 
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second, the DATA2 must start to transmit at 10.1 second. Consequently, the DATA3 must start 
to transmit at 10.2 second. Figure 3.3 illustrates this delivery of data packets and sampling 
period. 
Due to the above aspect, the application data sampling module (ADSM) plays the role to 
perform the periodic traffic flow in WNCSs. At the beginning, ADSM initials the sampling 
period of the WNCS, and then transmits data with this sampling period. The sending time of the 
sampling data packet is recorded as a timestamp, and passed to MAC packet delay measurement 
module. In an IEEE 802.11 based wireless network a MAC layer ACK frame that ought to be 
transmitted to the source node by the destination [IEEE, 2012]. Once the sensor receives the 
MAC layer ACK frame, the process shall move on to the MAC packet delay measurement 
module (MPDM) and period optimisation module (POM) for measuring delays and adjusting 
the sampling period. When the adjustment of control period is done, ADSM is to adopt the new 
sampling period respectively. The sensors are expected to transmit the next data packets with 
the calculated sampling period. By contrast, if the MAC layer ACK frame does not arrive at the 
original sensor within its deadline, the corresponding data packet is defined to be an outdated 
packet. ADSM shall continue the sampling data transmission with the current sampling period. 
The retransmission of the application layer data will not occur due to the UDP protocol. Figure 
3.4 illustrates the operation process of ADSM. 
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3.1.2 MAC Packet Delay Measurement Module 
In an IEEE 802.11 based wireless network, the network-induced delay between a sensor and 
controller is unpredictable due to the DCF mechanism [IEEE, 2012]. When using the basic 
access method, a node must waits for a DCF inter-frame space (DIPS) time before it attempts 
to transmit a data frame. And then it senses the channel to determine an idle or busy medium. If 
the medium is busy, it defers the transmission task until the medium is idle again. After that, it 
waits for a DIPS time and random choose amount of back-off time, and then transmits the data 
frame. This communication can be illustrated in Figure 3.5 [IEEE, 2012]. 
In MAC packet delay measurement module (MPDM), once a sensor receives the MAC layer 
ACK frame sent from the controller, MPDM starts to calculate the delay of the sampling data 
packet. MPDM firstly checks the sending time of the data packet, and then checks the arriving 
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Figure 3.5: IEEE 802.11 DCF basic access method [IEEE, 2012]. 
time of the ACK frame. By comparing these two timestamps, MPDM can get the travelling time 
of the data. This travelling time consists the network access delays, time duration of transmitting 
the data and ACK frame. However, the time duration of transmitting the ACK frame is not in our 
consideration since we assume that the communication is under ideal channels. Therefore, the 
rest of travelling time of the data packet becomes our desired metric as the 'MAC layer packet 
delay' . We denote this delay to a Tdelay in this thesis. Equation (3 .1) shows the calculation of 
this delay. Where Tr·ecv_ACK is the receiving time of ACK frame at a sensor. T send_DATA the 
sending time of data packet in application layer. TsiFS stands for the SIPS time, while TAcK is 
the time duration of transmitting an ACK. 
Tdelay = T t·ecv_ACK- T send_DATA- TsiFS- TACK (3 .1) 
The measurement of MAC layer packet delay is specified in here. Based on IEEE 802.11 
DCF principle, when a sensor transmits a data packet during an idle medium, the Tdelay of a 
data packet can be illustrated as Figure 3.6(a). The data packet firstly waits for a DIPS time 
since it senses the medium is being idle, and then it waits for a random back-off time. This 
random time is determined by the contention window. At the time, the medium is still idle, 
it then transmits the data frame to the controller. After the controller confirms that the data 
has been received, it waits for a short inter-frame space (SIPS) time which is defined to 10 
microsecond (J-tS) in IEEE 802.1lb standard. Then, the controller immediately sends a MAC 
layer ACK frame back to the source sensor. However, if the sensor senses the medium as the 
busy status as Figure 3.6(b) shown, the DCF mechanism defers this data packet for a randomly 
choose amount of time until the medium is idle, and then waits for a DIPS time again. Every 
sampling data packet's MAC layer packet delay (Tdelay ) is recorded in MPDM. This delay can 
significantly influence the measurement of network conditions. Since the random deferring and 
backoff time can be time-varying, this delay is suggested to be added in a smoothing factor. We 
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Figure 3.6: MAC layer packet delay for one data frame in different medium condition. 
refer the method of calculating the average value of round-trip time (RTI) [Gui et al., 2011] to 
calculate a 'smoothed MAC layer packet delay' . We denote this smoothed delay to a T sdelay in 
this thesis. By adding a smoothing factor is to prevent the aggressive results of measurement. 
Equation (3 .2) shows that how we smooth a MAC layer packet delay. 
T sdelay = a X T sdelay_old + (1 - a) X Tdelay_cur·r·ent (3 .2) 
Where T sdelay_old is the previous T sdelay • and Tdelay_cur·r·ent is the new coming packet's MAC 
layer packet delay. a is the smoothing factor between value 0 and 1. This factor directly affects 
the indicating network condition of T sdelay · When the value of a is close to 0, Tdelay_cur·r·ent 
becomes powerful in the calculation of T sdelay · By contrast, when the value of a is close to 1, 
Tdelay_curr·ent introduces less influence to T sdelay· To prevent exaggerated calculation of T sdelay . 
we suggest a range between 0.8 and 0.9 to be the value of a. 
Figure 3.7 shows the MPDM's operating process. This module is called when a sensor 
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Figure 3.7: Process of MAC packet delay measurement module. 
receives an ACK frame. MPDM firstly set a unique sequence number onto the data packet in 
order to count the number of arriving packets at the controller. Then, MPDM calculates the 
MAC layer packet delay by using Equation (3.1). MPDM checks the sequence number of the 
packet; if the packet is the first packet of the transmission, MPDM simply record its MAC layer 
packet delay, and then passes this information to the Period Optimization Module. In contrast, 
if the packet is not the first packet, MPDM uses Equation (3.2) to calculate the smoothed MAC 
layer packet delay, and then passes it to the next module. 
3.1.3 Period Optimization Module 
Period optimisation module (POM) acts an intermediate interface between the application data 
sampling module (ADSM) and MAC packet delay measurement module (MPDM). It is used 
to perform the information exchange between the application and MAC layers. This module 
primarily adjusts the sampling period of WNCS based on the measured network condition in 
MPDM for the optimisation purpose. The operation of POM can be simply separated into three 
steps. Step one is the 'Network state classification' . It functions in comparing the measured 
T sdelay with the current sampling period to classify the network state. Step two is the 'Threshold 
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Figure 3.8: Process of period optimisation module. 
of period adjustment' . This step primarily calculates a threshold for adjusting the control period. 
Lastly, the step three is the 'Period adjustment' which functions in calculating the new sampling 
period. Figure 3.8 illustrates the process of POM. 
Step One: Network State Classification 
To start off, a unique sequence number for each data packet is set when recording the Tdelay 
in the MAC data packet measurement module to count the number of arrived packets at the 
controller. When every ten packets passed, POM checks the sequence number to capture the 
lOth packet at a runtime, and compares its T sdelay with the current control period. 
The value of this capturing frequency was set to 10 in this research because we found that 
this value performed better results than other values, such as 1, 2, 20, 50, and 100 through 
extensive simulations. A value of 1 or lower than 10 could lead to significant frequency of 
adjusting the control period and then result in unstable transmission delay. In contrast with a 
value of 20 or further could decrease the efficiency of the proposed design because it could not 
detect the delay that already exceeded the control period, and then result in the increasing of 
outdated packet ratio. However, this proposed value may be not optimal and is not generated by 
relevant mathematical mechanism. To find out the optimal frequency is intended to be a future 
work. 
This module uses three different condition statements to classify the network states. Figure 
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Figure 3.9: Process of step one: network state classification. 
The first condition statement functions to classify the measured network condition to the 
'Congestion' state. Based on the critical real-time traffic condition [Tian and Tian, 2012], 
when T sdelay is greater than or equal to the current control period, it violates the timeliness 
requirement. This means that the network condition is the congestion state. Nonetheless, when 
T sdelay is intensely close to the period value, the network state is tending to be congestion. 
Thus, we set a warning area for this situation. Once T sdelay is longer than or equal to 80% of 
control period, we classify this network condition as the congestion state. By doing so, we are 
able to perform a proper action before the network becomes over congested. The action is to 
increase the value of sampling period to reduce the number of data packets from the sensors. 
The detailed description of this sampling period adjustment is specified in the later paragraph 
in 'Step Three: Period Adjustment' . 
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The second condition statement enables us to classify the 'Acceptance' state. Once the 
current T sdelay is less than 80% of current sampling period, and also greater than or equal to 
60% of period, then the sampling period is not necessary to be adjusted . In other words, the 
current network is acceptable, and this module will remain the same traffic arrival rate in the 
sensors . 
The third condition statement enables us to classify the 'Un-congestion' state. When the 
current T sdelay is strictly less than 60% of the current sampling period, the network has sufficient 
bandwidth of channel resource to exploit. For this circumstance, this module shall decrease the 
sampling period slightly. 
Step Two: Threshold of Period Adjustment 
When the network state is classified, the module then calculates a threshold for the period 
adjustment. The purpose of implementing a threshold is to avoid the exaggerated adjusting 
margin to result in the overrun of period adjustment. The established threshold is used in the 
step three. The period adjustment method refers to this threshold that is used to determine 
whether adjust the control period or not. 
The initial threshold is established based on the first T sdelay• and the new coming T sdelay will 
determine the calculation of threshold. We developed two threshold calculation methods for 
the three defined network states. One method is set for both 'acceptance' and 'un-congestion' 
states, while another method is set for the 'congestion' state. The threshold calculation method 
is applied in both the acceptance and un-congestion states. Our period adjustment policy for 
these two states is more stringent. We not only examine the difference between the current 
smoothed MAC layer packet delay (Tsdelay ) and previous smoothed MAC layer packet delay 
(Tsdelay_old ), but also examine the difference between the current control period (period) and 
previous control period values (period_old) to perform the threshold calculation. On the other 
hand , we have a forgiving policy for the congestion state in order to rapidly reduce the network 
traffic. Therefore, we do not need to examine the difference between period and period_old. In 
stead, the module calculates a threshold right away for this state. 
The process of the threshold calculation for both 'acceptance' and 'un-congestion' states is 
illustrated in Figure 3.10. Initially, the module establishes the initial value of threshold based on 
the first data packet's T sdelay in the whole transmission. This initial threshold can be established 
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Figure 3.10: Process of threshold calculation for both acceptance and un-congestion states. 
as the Equation (3.3). 
thresh= T sdelay X (1 + 0.25) (3 .3) 
After the initial threshold is established, the current T sdelay and period are saved to T sdelay_old 
and period_old respectively. When a new T sdelay arrives, POM then compares this T sdelay with 
T sdelay..old · This action is to observe the difference between the current network condition and 
previous condition. 
On one hand, If the current T sdelay is greater than or equal to 80% of previous T sdelay..old • it 
implies that the network condition becomes congested. It is similar to the 'Step One: Network 
State Classification' that we also set up a warning area in here. We further examine the 
difference between the current control period (period) and previous control period (period_old) . 
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This difference can imply the change of network conditions. If period is less than period_old, 
it implies that the current sampling period may cause the congestion. Therefore, the threshold 
shall be increased in order to prevent the congested network. The calculation of increasing the 
threshold is shown in Equation (3.4). 
thresh = thresh _old x (1 + 0.25) (3.4) 
If period is greater than or equal to period_old, it implies that the previous sampling period can 
satisfy the current network requirement. Thus, there is no need to adjust the threshold . 
On the other hand , if the current T sdelay is less than 80% of previous T sdelay_old• it implies 
that the network condition is still acceptable. However, the prevention of aggressive threshold 
calculation is a concern. We then observe the difference between the current and previous 
sampling period values. If period is less than period_old, it implies that the current bandwidth 
of channel has sufficient space to add some more traffic. Thus, we can slightly decrease the 
threshold to inform the period adjustment. The equation of this threshold adjustment is show in 
Equation (3 .5). 
thresh = thresh -old x (1 - 0.1) (3 .5) 
By contrast, if period is greater than or equal to period_old, it implies the previous sampling 
period can fulfil the network requirement, and threshold is remained the same. 
The process of threshold calculation method for the 'congestion' state is illustrated in Figure 
3.11 . The initial threshold for the this state is established based on the first data packet's T sdelay 
using Equation (3 .6). 
thresh = T sdelay X (1 - 0.75) (3 .6) 
If the current T sdelay is greater than or equal to 80% of T sdelay_old, it means that the network 
condition is still in congestion, and the threshold shall be increased. Equation (3.4) can be 
applied in this threshold calculation. Note that threshold calculation method in here has no 
need to check the difference between the current control period and previous control period 
values. This is because the current period is always greater than the previous period_old during 
the congestion state. If the current T sdelay is strictly less than 80% of T sdelay_old, the threshold 
shall remain the same value. Because the previous control period is able to address the current 
network requirement. 
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Figure 3.11: Process of threshold calculation for congestion state. 
Step Three: Period Adjustment 
After the calculation of threshold, POM starts to perform the period adjustment. The purpose of 
this step is to calculate a new control period through our dynamic adjustment method. The 
method is based on the difference between the current smoothed MAC layer packet delay 
(Tsdelay) and control period (period) . Then, the difference value is multiplied by a smoothing 
factor ((:Jc or fJu ), and then we can get a b.P to determine an expected new control period. These 
two smoothing factors are used for the congestion and un-congestion network states respectively 
to determine to degree of period adjustment. Finally, based on the classified network states, the 
current period is to be added or subtracted by b.P to obtain an expected new sampling period. 
For the three network states, we implement the corresponding adjustment formulations 
respectively: 1) congestion state; the sampling period shall be increased. 2) acceptance state; 
the sampling period shall remain the same. 3) un-congestion state; the sampling period ought 
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Figure 3.12: Framework of step three: period adjustment. 
to be reduced only if the expected new period is greater than the current threshold, whereas the 
period shall remain the same if the expected new period is less than or equal than threshold . The 
detailed descriptions of the method implementation for the three network states are as follows. 
The frame work of this step is illustrated in Figure 3.12. 
Figure 3.13: Process of period adjustment in congestion state. 
Firstly, the process of period adjustment method for the congestion state is shown in Figure 
3.13. POM checks the difference between the current T sdelay and period to obtain a D.P using 
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Figure 3.14: Process of period adjustment in un-congestion state. 
Equation (3 .7). 
D.P = IT sdelay -period! X fJc (3 .7) 
Where fJc is the smoothing factor between a value 0 and 1 for the congestion state. It determines 
the degree of increasing the sampling period. This factor is set to 0.5 as an neutral value. Once 
the the D.P is obtained, the current period is then added up by D.P to become the new control 
period. 
Secondly, when the network state is classified to the acceptance state, POM shall not adjust 
the control period at this stage. As under this state, the utilisation of channel resource, packet 
losses, and MAC layer packet delay are all within an acceptable range. In addition, the threshold 
shall be saved for the next measurement. 
Thirdly, the process of period adjustment method for the un-congestion state is shown in 
Figure 3.14. The measured T sdelay is certainly less than the current sampling period at this stage 
due to the condition statement in the step one. For those the T sdelay less than 60% of current 
period is classified to the un-congestion state. Therefore, POM simply use Equation (3.8) to 
obtain a D.P. Where fJu is the smoothing factor for the un-congestion state. It also functions to 
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determine the degree of period adjustment. 
D.P = (period- Tsdelay) X fJu (3 .8) 
However, the value of fJu is varying in un-congestion state, because it depends on the number 
of sensors. we conducted an experiment in order to find out the optimal fJu for the different 
scenarios in terms of the number of sensors. This experiment includes six scenarios. Each 
scenario presents the number of sensors which are 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60 respectively. In 
addition, each scenario runs through eleven different values of fJu which are 0.01, 0.05, 0.075, 
0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.25, 0.3, 0.6, 0.9 and 1. The experiment environment is specified in Chapter 4. 
We referred the simple linear regression model [Chatterjee and Hadi, 2006] to form an Equation 
(3 .9) to analyse this experimental result, and to predict the optimal fJu for each scenario. 
(3 .9) 
Where Su stands for the optimal value of the smoothing factor fJu in the prediction manner. X 
is the number of sensors . a and b are the regression coefficients. Table 3.1 shows the results 
of calculating the optimal Su and the best values of a and b. Figure 3.15 shows the trend of Su 
during the different number of sensors. 
Table 3.1: Calculation of the smoothing factor fJu using simple linear regression. 
i X fJu X x fJu X2 (:J} Su 
1 10 0.25 2.5 100 0.0625 0.2333 
2 20 0.2 4 400 0.04 0.1983 
3 30 0.15 4.5 900 0.0225 0.1633 
4 40 0.1 4 1600 0.01 0.1283 
5 50 0.1 5 2500 0.01 0.0933 
6 60 0.075 4.5 3600 0.005625 0.0583 
I: 210 0.875 24.5 9100 0.150625 0.8748 
Avg 35 0.14583 4.08333 1516.66667 0.002510417 0.1458 
After the calculation of regression, we found that the value of a is 0.2683, while the value 
of b is -0.0035. Thus, the prediction equation can be written in 3.10. The 'goodness-of-fit 
index' R2 is 0.9312 which indicates 93.12% of total variability in fJu that is accounted for by 
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Figure 3.15: Line fitting for fJu in un-congestion state. 
the number of sensors X . 
r3u = 0.2683- 0.0035X (3.10) 
We can set the values of fJu based on the regression result to suit the different number of 
sensors . For example, if the number of sensors is 50, the fJu shall be set to 0.0933. Therefore, 
the D.P is obtained. To avoid the exaggerated degree of period adjustment which may cause 
the network congestion, POM calculates the expected new period value in advance and then 
compares it with the current threshold . If the expected new period is greater than the threshold, 
it means that this expected new period may not cause the network congestion. Thus, POM 
decides to place the expected new period with the new sampling period. By contrast, if the 
expected new period is less than the threshold, it implies that this expected new period may 
cause the network congestion. Therefore, POM decides to remain the previous period value 
rather than change it. 
3.2 Implementation in NS-2 
Network Simulator version 2 (NS-2) is an open source, and an event-driven network simulation 
tool [Nsnam, 2012]. It is widely used for experiments or testbeds in the research community. 
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Figure 3.16: Process of data packet handling process in OTcl. 
Figure 3.16 and 3.17 show the detailed operations of the proposed CLD when it is implemented 
in NS-2. The whole design with the three modules runs across the OTcl (a scripting language) 
and C++ (a complied language). The following descriptions elaborate the sampling data packet 
handling process between OTcl and C++ orderly. 
After the initial parameter settings, such as wireless and nodes creation in OTcl, all the 
sensors are scheduled to start the UDP data packets. The instance procedure send_msg{} in 
OTcl shall be called in order to start the next UDP data packet periodically based on the current 
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Figure 3.17: Process of data packet handling process in C++. 
defined control period whether a sensor receives an ACK or not. 
C++ process is then invoked to generate the UDP data packets when the sendrnsg() function 
is called. When the UDP data packet is generated in Transport layer, the current time is recored 
to the variable sendtime. The data packet is continuously encapsulated till reaching the MAC 
layer when the recv() function is called, and the sendtime is saved in MAC layer. The data 
packet is sent out to the destination controller and waits for a MAC layer ACK. Assume that the 
MAC layer ACK returns to the sensor without any error, and the sensor receives the ACK when 
recvACK() function is called. The sensor sets the packet count number to identify the packet. 
The MAC layer packet delay is calculated and saved to Tdelay · The packet count number and 
this Tdelay are returned to the OTcl process. The C++ process is finished at this stage. 
In OTcl process, the returned Tdelay is saved in the recv_AC I<{} instance procedure if it 
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belongs the first effective packet according to the packet count number. When the second or 
later packet returns, the T delay is calculated with a factor to be the smoothed MAC layer packet 
delay, and saved to T sdelay · This T sdelay indicates the condition of current network. 
This network condition value is then analysed to classify the state of network. According to 
the network state, the threshold is calculated to prevent the overrun of period adjustment. The 
new control period is calculated and overwrite the existing period. Eventually, the new period 
is adopted to send the next UDP data packet as long as the simulation is not finished . 
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3.3 Chapter Summary 
The framework of our proposed cross-layer design (CLD) is composed of three modules: 1) 
MAC packet delay measurement module, 2) Period optimization module, and 3) Application 
data sampling module. Proposed CLD features in measuring the MAC layer packet delays, 
classifying network states, calculating a threshold for the period adjustment, dynamically adjust 
sampling period, and adopting new sampling period to transmit data packets. 
Through the three modules, proposed CLD has the ability to satisfy the timeliness require-
ment by increasing sampling period under the congested network. Also, the proposed CLD 
is capable of gradually and conditionally reducing sampling period when the network is in an 
un-congestion state to improve the efficiency of channel utilization. The threshold deployment 
can prevent exaggerated period adjustments. Our period adjustment method is dynamic and 
smoothed which is not only able to properly adjust the sampling period, but also prevent 
frequent adjustment and remain the system stability. 
An experiential formula is provided that allows to assign the parameter of period adjustment 
degree based on the required number of sensors. We have also provided an implementation 
guide for our proposed CLD in an open source network simulator tool NS-2. 
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Chapter 4 
Performance Evaluation in NS-2 
This chapter aims to provide the performance evaluation of our proposed cross-layer design 
through extensive simulations were conducted. Our cross-layer design (CLD) methodology is 
developed for the wireless networked control systems (WNCSs). The fundamental requirements 
of WNCSs include the 'effective data' transmission, timely and deterministic time delays. 
The effective data in this thesis means that a sampling data packet successfully arrives at 
the controller within the control period. Additionally, in order to enhance the performance 
of WNCSs, the efficiency and utilization of the network are also considered. When the wireless 
network is in un-congested condition, the utilization of the wireless channel should be increased. 
On the other hand , when the network is in congested condition, the percentage of effective data 
packets should be increased. Therefore, the delay performance, efficiency of channel utilization 
and effective data ratio are the main criteria of our performance analysis. 
In this evaluation, we expect to see through the simulations: 
• in terms of delay performance, can our proposed cross-layer design achieve the timeliness 
requirement of WNCSs? 
• in terms of efficiency of channel utilization, can the proposed cross-layer design effi-
ciently exploit the wireless resource? 
• in terms of effective data, can the the proposed cross-layer design improve the effectively 
received packet rate? 
If we can can get positive answers to these three questions, then we can claim that the 
proposed cross-layer design has the ability to satisfy the timeliness requirement, especially 
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when the network is in congested condition. The proposed CLD can also be demonstrated to 
have the ability to improve the number of effective data packets and enhance the efficiency of 
channel utilization. 
The performance of proposed cross-layer design (CLD) is mostly influenced by two factors: 
the traffic load and the period adjustment smoothing factors in the proposed CLD. Specifically, 
the traffic load in the simulations can be affected by the number of sensors and sampling period. 
The period adjustment smoothing factors are used to determine the degree of adjusting the 
control period. 
Before we evaluate the performance of proposed CLD, we set up a case to see how the delay 
performance of WNCSs was influenced by different traffic loads without the CLD. And we also 
tried to find out the marginal sampling periods which lead to the congestion network state. 
Once we found the marginal sampling periods, we then set up three case studies to conduct the 
simulations. The initial sampling periods of the simulations were pre-defined, and all the case 
study scenarios would follow the initial sampling period to start the real-time communication. 
In Case One, we supposed that the network was in a congested condition. The sensors were 
expected to generate a large amount of data traffic. The number of sensors was set with different 
values in the scenarios. In Case Two, the network was set to an un-congested condition. The 
initial sampling period was set to 60 millisecond to perform a light traffic load network. In Case 
Three, we inserted the random traffic to aggravate the normal periodic traffic loads to simulate 
a bursty network condition. 
4.1 Simulation Setup 
An IEEE 802.11 b standard based wireless network is adopted whose configuration has been 
shown in Table 4.1. The IEEE 802.1lb standard [IEEE, 2012] is the most popular wireless 
technology specification to provide the Wi-Fi service. It uses 2.4 GHz band for the radio 
frequency, as well as provides the transmission rate up to 11 Mbps for transmitting the data 
packets. It also specifies the transmission rate for the control packets, for instance RTS, CTS 
and ACK. 
In our simulations, an IEEE 802.11 b based network is adopted in our infrastructure-based 
wireless transmission. In this standard, two media access control services are provided, namely 
4.1. SIMULATION SETUP 
Table 4.1: Wireless network configuration 
Radio propagation model Two-ray ground 
Interface queue type 
Antenna model 
Network standard 
Data transmission rate 
Basic transmission rate 
Routing protocol 
Network area 
Drop-tail priority queue 
Omni Antenna 
IEEE 802.11 b 
11 Mbps 
11 Mbps 
DSDV 
500m x 500m square 
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the contention-based distributed coordination function (DCF) and contention-free point coordi-
nation function (PCF). DCF uses carrier sense multiple access- collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) 
protocol for the basis, and this protocol provides two access mechanisms: 1) virtual carrier 
sensing and 2) basic access mechanisms. The virtual carrier sensing mechanism is ideally to 
process the long data size frames [Cheng and Lin, 2008]. Therefore, we only adopted the basic 
access mechanism, because a packet size in NCSs is typically fixed and short. Furthermore, as 
an NCS is a typical time-critical system, it is crucial to avoid the additional delays introduced by 
the virtual carrier sensing such as RTS/CTS control packets . The payload of application layer 
was set to a fixed size of 200 bytes. 
Deployment Presumption 
In the simulations, we deployed different number of sensors and one single controller for the 
defined scenarios. The location of the controller was fixed . The location arrangement of 
the sensors was deployed randomly but also fixed without movements. The basic network 
topology is shown in Figure 4.1. Each sensor was in the controller's receiving range, while 
the controller was in the transmitting range of all the sensors. The adopted routing protocol 
was the destination-sequenced distance vector (DSDV) protocol. In addition, we modified the 
routing period of DSDV from the original value of 15 seconds to 1000 seconds. Therefore, 
our simulation results were not affected by the delays regarding to routing message exchanges, 
because our simulation time was set beyond 1000 seconds. Furthermore, the address resolution 
protocol (ARP) broadcast could also be a factor to influence our simulation performance. We 
disabled this ARP broadcast in the simulations to make the results more accurate. Lastly, the 
delay in the link layer which is one of the sublayers in the Data-link layer was modified from 
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Figure 4.1: Network topology in simulations. 
25 microsecond (J-LS) to 0. As this link layer delay was a constant in the simulations, we ignored 
this constant for more accurate delay measurement. 
Simulation Time Presumption 
The total simulation time of each scenario was set to 90 seconds in length. In order to avoid 
calculating the time of initial routing exchanges, we scheduled the first sensor to transmit its 
first sampling data packet at 11.0 second to the controller. After an interval of 20 J-LS, the second 
sensor started to transmit its first sampling data as well. Similarly, after an interval of 20 J-LS, the 
third sensor transmitted its first sampling data. This turn kept running till the last sensor. Once 
any of the sensor had transmitted its first sampling data, it followed the pre-defined period to 
keep transmitting the sampling data packets . The simulations ended at 101.0 second, and all the 
transmissions stopped. 
UDP-DATA Traffic Flow 
The transmission control protocol (TCP) was not considered in our simulations, since this sort 
of reliable transmission protocol is not an appropriate protocol for real-time control systems 
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[Gui et al., 2011]. The authors demonstrated that TCP performs worse than UDP in terms of 
delay performance. Also, the retransmission of old data packets forces the controller to receive 
the out-of-date data. Therefore, we adopted the user datagram protocol (UDP) to generate the 
traffic flow, since this protocol is suitable to use for the real-time control system. 
The network simulator NS-2 allows users to use the UDP to play the Application layer's role 
in generating the data payloads. This combination of functions in NS-2 is called UDP-DATA. It 
is originally used as an example of an input file to NS-2 and written in Tel. We simply used one 
of the functions from this example to simulate a traffic generator of Application layer such as 
constant bit rate (CBR). Noted that under this implementation, the sending time of a sampling 
data packet from a sensor in its Application layer would equal to the sending time of a sampling 
data packet in its Transport layer. This implementation skips the delay measurement to this 
pre-processing time between Application and Transport layer, because the channel contention 
time in MAC layer is the major factor of time delay measurement. 
One-way Periodic Traffic Process 
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The periodic traffic is an unique characteristic of WNCSs. In a control-loop, a WNCS appli-
Sensor transmits first 200-byte 
UDP-DATA packet 
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new sampling period 
Sensor adds the sending time and 
the current sampling period 
Sensor transmits next 200-byte 
UDP-DATA packet at the time 
calculated in the last procedure 
Figure 4.3: One-way periodic traffic process with proposed CLD. 
cation perform two types of real-time periodic traffic [Tian et al., 2010]. One is the one-way 
periodic traffic between sensors and controllers which sensors periodically transmit sampling 
data to controllers in sampling systems. Another type is round trip in which the actuation data 
are transmitted from controllers to actuators in feedback control systems. This thesis considers 
one-way periodic traffic only in sampling systems for demonstration of the developed cross-
layer design methodology. 
To simulate one-way periodic traffic, our operation process in NS-2 is shown in Figure 4.2. 
This process does not consider the arrival of packets at the controller, and a sensor only needs 
to transmit the UDP-DATA packets periodically. After the typical one-way periodic traffic is 
implemented, we then implement the proposed CLD methodology to achieve the objective of 
adjusting period to adapt the network conditions. Figure 4.3 shows that a new procedure 'Sensor 
calculates the new control period' is inserted after the procedure 'Save the sending time' . This 
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new procedure is to calculate the new sampling period. Excepting the first set of packets (10 
packets a set in this thesis) were transmitted based on the initial sampling period, the second 
and rest set of packets were sent according to the new calculated sampling period. 
4.2 Evaluation Metrics 
In our comprehensive simulations, the performance evaluation was conducted through five 
evaluation metrics. These metrics are: 1) MAC layer packet delay, 2) channel utilization, 3) 
effective data ratio, 4) packet loss ratio, and 5) out-of-date packet ratio. The detailed description 
of the metrics, such as the calculation and equations are shown as follows. 
MAC Layer Packet Delay 
The MAC layer packet delay (Tdelay) is the most important metric in our simulations. We 
not only exploited it to indicate the network condition, but also examined the performance of 
proposed CLD in WNCSs. This delay starts at the time that a sensor generates a sampling data 
in Application layer, and ends at the time which the controller receives the data frame in MAC 
layer. Yet, this duration of time includes the back-off time or deferring time in MAC layer for 
the retransmission. In the proposed CLD, every sampling data has been assigned an unique 
sequence number so that we were able to count the number of the sampling data that has arrived 
at the controller. We measured this transmission duration of each sampling data between a 
sensor and controller, and defined it as the MAC layer packet delay. We summed up the MAC 
layer packet delays, and then used this number to calculate an average delay. This average delay 
helped us to understand the current network condition in a runtime. In the results, the smaller 
MAC layer packet delay was preferred and expected. 
Channel Utilization 
The channel utilization is the proportion of channel occupancy in a measurement time. This 
channel occupancy is the time consumed by all the transmitted sampling data that successfully 
arrived at the controller over a shared communication network. This channel utilization is 
consisted of sampling data payloads and the transmission overhead which makes the use of 
channel. This transmission overhead composes the preamble of Physical layer, frame header of 
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MAC layer, and ACK messages. Equation (4.1) shows the calculation of this metric. Where 
CU is the channel utilization. TM is the measurement time in a simulation. LpH is the length 
of physical layer header which includes the preamble length and PLCP header length. The 
preamble length is specifi ed to 144 bits, while the PLCP header length is 48 bits. NR is the 
number of received packet in the controller from one sensor node. basicRate is used for 
transmitting the physical layer preamble and MAC layer ACK frame. dataRate is used for 
transmitting the MAC layer protocol data unit (MPDU) which consists the MAC layer frame 
header, frame body and frame check sequence (FCS). Both of basic and data rates are set to 11 
Mbps. LM H is the MAC layer protocol data unit (MPDU) length which is specified to 254 bytes. 
LAcK is the length of a MAC layer ACK frame that is specified to 14 bytes in the simulations. 
CU _ (LPH X "L-NR) / TM (LMH X "L-NR) /TM ((LPH + LAcK) X "L-NR) /TM (4_1) 
- basicRate + dataRate + basicRate 
Effective Data Ratio 
The term 'effective data' in this thesis means that a data packet successfully arrived at the 
controller, and also did not miss its deadline. In an NCS, the MAC layer packet delay (Tdelay) of 
a sampling data packet is only effective within the sampling period. By contrast, any Tdelay of a 
sampling data packet that exceeds the sampling period is deemed an ineffective or out-of-date 
data. Therefore, it is crucial to observe this metric in order to examine the reliability of the 
proposed CLD. In this evaluation, the higher effective data ratio is preferred. Equation (4.2) 
shows the calculation of this metric where Ref f ective is the ratio of effective data in percentage. 
Nour is the number of ineffective or out-of-date sampling data packets from one sensor, while 
Ns is the number of sent sampling data packet from one sensor. 
L-NR- L-Nour 
Reffective = "L-Ns X 100% (4.2) 
Packet Loss Ratio 
Packet losses occur in network communications due to many reasons. In our simulations, there 
are two types of lost packets. One is the packets dropped by sensors from buffer overflows due 
to congestion. Another type is the the packets discarded by sensors due to overreaching the 
retry limit. Note that the channel errors in the physical links are not considered in this thesis, as 
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we assume the network of this study is linked through the ideal channels . Although a WNCS 
has the tolerance of a certain amount of packet loss, it is an important performance metric to 
examine the stability of the control system [Tang and Yu, 2007]. In this thesis, the packet loss 
ratio is suggested to be as low as possible. 
(4.3) 
Out-of-date Packet Ratio 
As mentioned before, a sampling data packet is out-of-date when its MAC layer packet delay 
(Tdelay ) exceeds the sampling period. We count the number of the out-of-date data packets, and 
then calculate the percentage of the 'outdated' packets. The lower out-of-date packet ratio is 
preferred in the simulations. Equation ( 4.4) shows the calculation of this metric where Routdated 
implies the out-of-date packet ratio. The notion Nour and Ns are the number of outdated 
packets and the number of sent packets from one sensor node, respectively. 
L-Nour 
Routdated = L,N S X 100% 
4.3 Performance Influence in Different Traffic Loads 
(4.4) 
Traffic load is one of the major factors that affects the control performance of WNCSs. Main-
taining the timely and effective data requirement slightly below the critical real-time traffic 
condition is one of our motivations in this research. There are only two scenarios which will 
lead to this condition, either from congested condition or from un-contested condition. For the 
system which is not congested, we reduce the control period to generate more traffic . This may 
reach to congested condition, which will then be brought back to the operating point slightly 
below the critical real-time condition. 
In this section, we described how the average MAC layer packet delay performance of 
WNCSs would be influenced by different traffic loads. We used the number of sensors and 
sampling periods to determine the traffic load, and set up an experiment case to find out the 
marginal control periods that leas to the congestion network state. The numbers of sensors were 
set to 20, 30, 40, and 50, respectively, to form the scenarios from Scenario 1 to 4, as shown 
in Table 4.2. All the sensors transmitted sampling data packets periodically to the same one 
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controller. We initially set up a range of sampling period from 5 ms to 60 ms for the four 
scenarios. It is known that the smaller value of sampling period, the more traffic would be 
generated. By contrast, the larger value of sampling period, the less sampling data packets 
would be transmitted . Thereby, we could point out the marginal sampling period that would 
lead to the congestion network. This also means that the marginal sampling periods would 
violate the critical real-time condition [Tian and Tian, 2010] in WNCSs, as the average delays 
exceed the sampling periods. 
Table 4.2: Scenario specification in observing traffic loads influence. 
Scenario 1 2 3 4 
Number of Sensors 20 30 40 50 
This simulation result is shown in Figure 4.4, and we analyse the result below: 
• In Scenario One, (the number of sensors is 20), the average delay reached 163.3 ms when 
the sampling period was set to 8 ms. It is clear that this average delay exceeded the 
sampling period 8 ms, so that the timeliness requirement of WNCSs was not satisfied 
when the sampling period was set to 8 ms or smaller. When the sampling period was set 
to 9 ms or larger, the average delays were in the range of 7.7 ms to 4.5 ms. Therefore, 
we can claim that the sampling period with 8 ms would result in the congested network 
in this scenario. 
• In Scenario Two (the number of sensors is 30), when the sampling period was set to 13 ms, 
the average delay jumped to 118.2 ms. Since this average delay exceeded the sampling 
period 13 ms, the network state is heavily congested. Thus, the sampling period with 13 
ms is the critical point to cause congestion in this scenario. 
• In Scenario Three (the number of sensors is 40), it can be seen that the sampling period 
with 18 ms did not satisfy the timeliness requirement, since the average delay hit to 68.6 
ms and it indicates the congested network state. 
• In Scenario Four (the number of sensors is 50), the average delay reached 106.4 ms when 
the sampling period was set to 23 ms and this did not fulfil the timeliness requirement in 
WNCSs as well. 
Since we have found the marginal sampling periods that lead to the congestion network 
state in each scenario, we would use this information to conduct more comparative studies to 
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Figure 4.4: Average delays in different traffic loads. 
see the performance of the proposed CLD. The major goal of the proposed CLD is to adjust the 
sampling period of WNCSs to satisfy the timeliness requirement even if encountering different 
network conditions, as well as maintain the acceptable channel utilization. The proposed CLD is 
able to track down an optimal sampling period to provide the steady and acceptable transmission 
performance for WNCSs. 
4.4 Simulation Case One 
4.4.1 Scenario Specifications 
The number of sensors and sampling period are the two major factors to affect the traffic load 
in WNCSs. When the number of sensors increases, the overall traffic load grows. In addition, 
the smaller value of sampling period, the more sampling data packets from the sensors to the 
controller are transmitted. 
We aim to examine the capability of our proposed CLD to fulfil the timeliness requirement 
when the network is initially under a congestion condition. In this case study, we set the network 
condition of WNCSs to be congested from the beginning of transmission. The initial sampling 
periods were set to 8, 13, 18, and 23 ms for the number of sensors (X) in: 20, 30, 40, and 
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50 respectively. In addition, according to our establishment of period adjustment smoothing 
factors in Section 3.1.3, these smoothing factors are used to determine the degree of period 
adjustment. The smoothing factor for the 'un-congestion' network state ((ju ) was specified to 
0.1983, 0.1633, 0.1283, and 0.0933 respectively for the different number of sensors through 
using Equation (3 .1 0), while the smoothing factor for the 'congestion' state ((jc ) was fixed to 
0.5. These four different numbers of sensors were simulated to four scenarios from Scenario 1 
to 4, as shown in Table 4.3. 
All the sampling data packets from the sensors were transmitted periodically based on the 
pre-defined sampling period. All the four scenarios were simulated for two times. The first time 
that the proposed CLD was not used. And then the proposed CLD was used for the second time. 
Table 43: Scenario specification in case one. 
Scenario 1 2 3 4 
Number of Sensors 20 30 40 50 
Initial Period (ms) 8 13 18 23 
Smoothing Factor ((ju ) 0.1983 0.1633 0.1283 0.0933 
4.4.2 Results and Comparative Evacuations 
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Figure 4.5: Average MAC layer packet delay evaluation in case one. 
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Table 4.4: Performance evaluation results in case one. 
Performance Metrics Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4 
Average MAC Layer NoCLD 163.272 11 8.244 68.634 106.359 
Packet Delay (ms) CLD 1.527 1.284 1.062 0.928 
Channel Utilization NoCLD 54.702 51.902 50.669 48.778 
(%) CLD 49.705 50.482 51 .829 51.419 
Effective Data Ratio NoCLD 19.060 25.135 36.993 25.691 
(%) CLD 99.227 99.169 99.151 99.252 
Packet Loss Ratio(%) NoCLD 4.790 2.149 0.786 2.390 
CLD 0.001 0.002 0.002 0.005 
Out-of-date Packet NoCLD 76.150 72.717 62.221 71.918 
Ratio(%) CLD 0.772 0.830 0.847 0.743 
2 
Scenario 
Figure 4.6: Channel utilization evaluation in case one. 
In this case study, we like to see that the proposed CLD has the ability to properly adjust the 
control period to remain the acceptable real-time performance of WNCSs under a congested 
network. Table 4.4 records the simulation results of Case One in terms of five evaluation 
metrics: MAC layer packet delay, channel utilization, effective data ratio, packet loss ratio, 
and out-of-date packet ratio. 
When we look at the results of average MAC layer packet delay in Figure 4.5, the differ-
ence between using the proposed CLD and not using proposed CLD is clear and significant. 
Without using our CLD, the average delays all exceeded the pre-defined control periods in 
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Figure 4 .8: Packet loss ratio evaluation in case one. 
the four scenarios. For example, in Scenario 1, the average delay reached 163ms which was 
significantly greater than its pre-defined period 8ms. In this figure, the average delays with 
CLD were not zero (0) but actually between 0.928ms and 1.527ms in all scenarios. Through 
the proposed CLD, the overall transmission has been optimized. However, more analysis from 
other performance metrics is essential in order to evaluate WNCSs performance. 
When we look at the results of channel utilization (Figure 4.6), the proportions of channel 
utilization are around 50% in the all scenarios. As the traffic load was set to a congested 
condition in all scenarios, the channel resource was expected to be highly utilized. Although 
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Figure 4.9: Out-of-date packet ratio evaluation in case one. 
the result shows that the proposed approach has slightly lower channel utilization in scenarios 
1 and 2, it is because the approach narrowed the traffic load by increasing the control period 
to avoid the network congestion. In addition, the result of effective data ratio in Figure 4.7 
shows that without using the proposed CLD, WNCSs got low effective data performance. 
This indicates that about 14% to 35% of channel resource were wasted due to the lost and 
outdated data packets. This result influences the reliability. By contrast, the proposed CLD 
effectively reduced the number of outdated packets and losses. When using proposed CLD, all 
the scenarios performed about 99% of effective data ratio. 
The results of packet loss ratio in Figure 4.8 show that without using proposed CLD, 
simulations introduced 4.8% to 0.8% of lost packets. When proposed CLD was being used, 
the packet loss ratio remained between 0.005% and 0.001 % only. As the description of out-
of-date packet ratio in page 51, a sampling packet is considered to be outdated and ineffective 
when its MAC layer packet delay (Tdelay) exceeds the current control period. The higher ratio of 
out-of-date packet means that the number of outdate packets are much closer to the number of 
transmitted packets in a specific simulation time and it implies a unsatisfied control performance 
of WNCS. Figure 4.9 shows that under the congested network scenarios, the out-of-date packet 
ratio was fairly high between 62.2% and 76.2%, and it also indicates that control performance 
of WNCS was unsatisfied without the proposed CLD approach. By contrast, our proposed 
approach adaptively adjusted the control period to reduce the traffic load to avoid congestion 
occurring in the shared network medium. Since the network medium was no longer congested, 
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Figure 4.10: MAC layer packet delays for sensor 1 in scenario 4 in case one. 
the number of timely packets was increased in our expectation. Therefore, this figure implies 
that the proposed approach has significantly improved the out-of-date packet ratio as only 0.8% 
of out-of-date packets was introduced. 
Figure 4.10 gives close-ups of the delay performances in Scenario 4. The solid lines in 
the figures represent the recorded MAC layer packet delays of the arrival of data packets at 
the controller. The delays in Figure 4.10(a) was recorded without using proposed CLD. It can 
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be observed that the majority of delays exceeded its pre-defined period 23 ms. Figure 4.10(b) 
gives two types of information: 1) the delays when using CLD, and 2) the change of control 
period. The initial sampling period was 23 ms; CLD firstly observed the current smoothed 
delay which was lower than the sampling period and then reduced the sampling period. When 
CLD observed the delay that jumped to about 180 ms, CLD then classified the current network 
state as the 'congestion state' since CLD detected that the current sampling period had caused 
congestions. CLD then increased the sampling period until the newer delays were lower than 
the current sampling period. CLD continually adjusted down sampling period slightly to fit the 
underlying channel condition. Eventually, the sampling period was adjusted to an optimal value. 
Although a few number of sampling data packets' delays approached or exceeded the period, 
their smoothed delays were still under the current sampling period. Therefore, the proposed 
CLD did not react to those circumstances and performed the period adjustment. 
To oversee the Case One simulation results, WNCSs performance suffered from the conges-
tion network state when the proposed CLD was not used . The heavy traffic load resulted in long 
and unstable delays and poor effective data ratio. By contrast, the proposed CLD had optimized 
the transmission control over WNCSs. The sampling period had been adjusted according to 
the network condition until the tradeoff between performance and traffic load was achieved. 
The proposed CLD provided small and stable delays, acceptable channel utilization, and high 
effective data ratio of WNCSs performance. 
4.5 Simulation Case Two 
4.5.1 Scenario Specifications 
The previous case study analysed the performance results when the WNCSs was in congested 
network condition. In Case Two, we aimed to evaluate the performance of proposed CLD when 
the network is initially under a light traffic load and un-congested condition. 
The initial sampling period was set to 60 ms to simulate un-congestion network state. The 
sensors would generated fewer sampling data packets. Under this traffic load, the delays were 
expected to be small and stable, while the effective data ratio was expected to approach 100%. 
However, the channel utilization would be understandably dwarf. The Scenario 1 to 4 in this 
case study were formed by four different number of sensors (X): 20, 30, 40, and 50. Based on 
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the description in Section 3.1.3, the period adjustment smoothing factor for the 'un-congestion' 
network state ((ju ) is calculated through Equation (3 .10). It was also set for the scenarios to 
0.1983, 0.1633, 0.1283, and 0.0933 respectively, while the smoothing factor for the 'congestion' 
network state ((jc ) was fixed to 0.5. The scenarios specification is shown in Table 4.5. 
All the sampling data packets from the sensors were also transmitted periodically according 
to the pre-defined sampling period. All the four scenarios were simulated twice. The first time 
that the CLD was not used while the CLD was used in the second time. 
Table 4.5: Scenario specification in case two (initial sampling period = 60 ms). 
Scenario 1 2 3 4 
Number of Sensors 20 30 40 50 
Smoothing Factor ((ju ) 0.1983 0.1633 0.1283 0.0933 
4.5.2 Results and Comparative Evacuations 
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Figure 4.11: Average MAC layer packet delay evaluation in case two. 
In this case study, we expect to see that under a un-congestion network state, the proposed 
CLD is capable to adjust the sampling period to improve the efficiency of channel utilization of 
WNCSs as well as remain the acceptable performance, such as timely transmission of sampling 
data and effective data proportion. Table 4.6 records the simulation results of Case Two in terms 
of five evaluation metrics. 
4.5. SIMULATION CASE TWO 
Table 4.6: Performance evaluation results in case two. 
Performance Metrics Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 
Average MAC Layer NoCLD 4.529 4.827 5.105 
Packet Delay (ms) CLD 1.169 0.872 0.661 
Channel Utilization NoCLD 7.661 11.491 15.321 
(%) CLD 43.365 44.129 44.342 
Effective Data Ratio NoCLD 100.000 100.000 100.000 
(%) CLD 99.930 99.949 99.980 
Packet Loss Ratio (%) NoCLD 0 0 0 
CLD 0.002 0.002 0 
Out-of-date Packet NoCLD 0 0 0 
Ratio (%) CLD 0.068 0.050 0.020 
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Figure 4.12: Channel utilization evaluation in case two. 
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When we look at the average MAC layer packet delay performance (Figure 4.11), simula-
tions without using the CLD remained steady delays at around 5 ms in all scenarios. When the 
CLD was used, the delays stayed around 1 ms, they performed better delay performance than 
the simulations without using CLD. Clearly, both simulations did not violate the timeliness 
requirement. Figure 4.12) shows that the proportion of channel utilization was performed 
between 7% to 19% when the proposed CLD was not used . In order to enhance this channel 
utilization, proposed CLD gradually reduced the sampling period to transmit more sampling 
data from the sensors until the balance of traffic load and delay performance has been made. 
Thus, the traffic load increased, and the sampling data packets were transmitted according to the 
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Figure 4.14: Out-of-date packet ratio evaluation in case two. 
optimized sampling period. The results show that the channel utilization with proposed CLD 
was enhanced between 25% and 35% comparing with the simulations without proposed CLD. 
Under this transmission manner, the most of arrival of packets experienced short delays. This 
is the reason that the average delays with the proposed CLD was smaller than the average delay 
with proposed CLD in this case study. 
When attempting to increase the traffic load to enhance the channel utilization, the packet 
losses and outdated packets are expected to occur. We observe the both results of packet loss 
and out-of-date packet ratios (Figure 4.13 and 4.14). When the proposed CLD was used, the 
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Figure 4.15: Effective data ratio evaluation in case two. 
simulations introduced minor lost packets around 0.001 %; Scenario One introduced 0.068% 
out-of-date packets, while Scenario Four only introduced 0.001 %. Meanwhile, when we look 
at the results of effective data ratio (Figure 4.15), Scenario One with proposed CLD performed 
99.93%, and Scenario Four performed 99.98%. Although the proposed CLD did not outperform 
in Case Two in terms of effective data ratio, it enhanced the efficiency of channel utilization as 
well as enabled timely transmission of sampling data. 
Figure 4.16 also gives the close-ups of the delay performance in Scenario Four. We look at 
the recorded delays of the sensor 1 without using proposed CLD (Figure 4.16(a)), the delays 
were steady and less than the pre-defined sampling period (60 ms). Figure 4.16(b) showed the 
adjustment of sampling period and delays when proposed CLD was used . The initial sampling 
period was 60 ms, and the sampling period was decreased slightly until it approached to an 
optimal value to suit the channel condition. The sampling period had been adjusted gradually 
from 60 ms to about 29 ms. Even though the traffic load had been enlarged, the delays were 
still within the sampling period as well as satisfied the timeliness requirement. 
To summarise the simulations results of Case Two, the performance such as average delay, 
loss, and outdated data packets were deterministic since the wireless channel was under a 
congestion-free condition. However, the simulations without proposed CLD performed poorly 
in channel utilization due to the light traffic load. The proposed CLD optimally adjusted the 
sampling period to exploit the available channel resources so that the channel utilization was 
enhanced. Although proposed CLD introduced some packet losses and outdated packets, it 
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Figure 4.16: MAC layer packet delays for sensor 1 in scenario 4 in case two. 
performed better delay performance and channel utilization, especially for large number of 
sensors . To conclude, we claim that the proposed CLD is more efficient to deal with a larger 
scale of size WNCSs. 
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4.6 Simulation Case Three 
4.6.1 Scenario Specifications 
In Case Three, in order to validate the effectiveness of the proposed CLD, we evaluated the 
WNCSs performance through inserting the random traffic onto network medium to make the 
wireless channel more congested and bursty. One more wireless node was added into the 
transmission area, and it randomly sent the constant bit rate (CBR) packets using two trans-
mission rates to the controller. It increased the opportunity to consume the channel resource 
and occupancy. The number of sensors (X) was set to 50 in this case study, since the CLD 
performed similar performance results with other scenarios of sensor amount. Similarly, based 
on our establishment of period adjustment smoothing factors in Section 3.1.3 through Equation 
(3 .10), the smoothing factor for the 'un-congestion' network state ((ju ) was set to 0.0933 to fit 
the number of sensor set in this case study. The smoothing factor for the 'congestion' condition 
((jc ) was fixed to 0.5. 
Table 4.7 shows the differences between the settings for the four scenarios in this case 
study. The initial sampling period was set to 23 ms for Scenario One and Two to simulated 
the congested network condition, while Scenario Three and Four simulated the un-congestion 
network state using 60 ms for initial sampling period. Random CBR transmission rate was set 
to 1 Mbps for Scenario 1 and 3, whereas 2 Mbps transmission rate was set for Scenario 2 and 4. 
All the scenarios in Case Three were simulated twice. In the first run, the CLD was not in used. 
And then, the CLD was being used for the second run. 
Table 4.7: Scenario specification in case three. 
Scenario 1 2 3 4 
Initial Period (ms) 23 23 60 60 
Transmission Rate (Mbps) 1 2 1 2 
4.6.2 Results and Comparative Evacuations 
Table 4.8 records the simulation results of Case Three in terms of five evaluation metrics. Firstly 
we observe the results of average MAC layer packet delay in Figure 4.17. In this figure, again, 
the average delays with CLD were not zero (0) but actually around 1.36ms in Scenarios 1 and 
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Table 4.8: Performance evaluation results in case three. 
Performance Metrics Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 
Average MAC Layer NoCLD 178.833 178.106 5.826 
Packet Delay (ms) CLD 1.364 1.358 1.116 
Channel Utilization NoCLD 47.514 47.456 19.152 
(%) CLD 43.327 42.591 40.841 
Effective Data Ratio NoCLD 18.069 18.037 99.999 
(%) CLD 98.610 98.836 99.558 
Packet Loss Ratio (%) NoCLD 4.920 5.035 0 
CLD 0.009 0.008 0.004 
Out-of-date Packet NoCLD 77.011 76.928 0.001 
Ratio (%) CLD 1.381 1.156 0.438 
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Figure 4.17: Average MAC layer packet delay evaluation in case three. 
2. It is obvious that WNCSs performance in Scenarios 1 and 2 suffered from severe network 
congestion and the average delays were introduced to around 178 ms. When the proposed CLD 
was used, our methodology efficiently optimized the transmission and remained small average 
delays at around 1.3 ms. In Scenarios 3 and 4, the proposed CLD performed small average 
delay as well. Based on the results, our proposed CLD is capable of controlling the traffic load 
under a bursty network condition. 
The channel utilization (Figure 4.1 8) can be observed that the simulations with CLD per-
formed a bit lower channel utilization in Scenarios 1 and 2, whereas the channel utilization 
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Figure 4.19: Effective data ratio evaluation in case three. 
had been enhanced in Scenarios 3 and 4. When we look at the results of effective data ratio in 
Figure 4.19, it is clear that Scenarios 1 and 2 performed poorly in the effective data rates at 18% 
without using CLD. The proposed CLD improved the effective data rates significantly at 98%. 
In Scenarios 3 and 4, the simulations with CLD and without CLD remained at about 99%. 
When we look at the both results of packet loss and out-of-date packet ratios in Figure 4.20 
and 4.21, all the scenarios introduced further lost and outdated packets . It is obvious that the 
simulations with CLD introduced fairly low packet loss rates between 0.009% and 0.004%, 
while the simulations using CLD introduced the outdated packet rates between 1.4% and 0.3%. 
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Figure 4.21: Out-of-date packet ratio evaluation in case three. 
The close-ups of the delay performance and change of sampling period in the four scenarios 
are shown in Figures 4.22, 4.23, 4.24, and 4.25. In Scenarios 1 and 2, Figures 4.22(a) and 
4.23(a) show the result of delays when the CLD was not used. Generally, the delays were far 
longer than the pre-define sampling period (23 ms), and the maximum delays reached near 1800 
ms and 2500 ms. Figures 4.22(b) and 4.23(b) show the delays and sampling period when the 
CLD was used in Scenarios 1 and 2. The initial sampling periods started from 23 ms, and then 
the sampling period was increased rapidly since the CLD observed the long delays. Then the 
CLD determined the current channel condition that was allowed to decrease the sampling period 
to enhance the channel utilization. The sampling period was continually adjusted until it fitted 
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the tradeoff between the delay performance and traffic load. Since the random traffic leaded to 
more congested and bursty network, the sampling period was adjusted up based on the current 
channel condition to control the traffic load as well as to keep the delays small. In Scenarios 
3 and 4, Figures 4.24(a) and 4.25(a) show the delays of simulations without using CLD. The 
delays were steady and all the sampling data were transmitted timely. When the CLD was used, 
Figures 4.24(b) and 4.25(b) show the delays and changes of sampling period. The initial sample 
periods started at 60 ms; the CLD slightly decreased the period, as the current channel condition 
implied that the network was un-congested . Then the sampling period was continually adjusted 
down to an optimal value to achieve the balance between network condition and traffic input. 
In this case study, the simulations results show that the proposed CLD is effective to fulfil the 
timeliness requirement and improve the efficiency of channel utilization. Through the results, 
the proposed CLD also demonstrates its ability to remain acceptable effective data packet ratio 
forWNCSs . 
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Figure 4.23: MAC layer packet delays for sensor 1 in scenario 2 in case three. 
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Figure 4.24: MAC layer packet delays for sensor 1 in scenario 3 in case three. 
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Figure 4.25: MAC layer packet delays for sensor 1 in scenario 4 in case three. 
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4. 7 Chapter Summary 
An initial experiment for analysing the influence of the time delay performance in different 
traffic loads has been conducted. The analysis has helped us to find the bound of sampling 
period with the different number of sensors that would lead to the congestion state. Then, we 
have conducted three case studies to evaluate the performance of proposed CLD. Case One tests 
the proposed CLD's ability to adjust the sampling period to fu lfil the timeliness requirement 
under the congested network. Case Two examines proposed CLD's ability to enhance the 
channel utilization under the un-congested network. Lastly, Case Three examines proposed 
CLD's ability that improves channel utilization and also meets timeliness requirement under 
the bursty network condition by adding random CBR traffic. 
The comparison simulation results have shown that when the proposed CLD is used, the 
average MAC layer packet delay has been improved to meet the timeliness requirement, since 
the sampling periods have been adjusted to the allowable level in all the case studies. The 
proposed CLD has successfully enhanced the channel utilization efficiency and proportion 
of effective data in both cases two and three. It can be highlighted that the average delays 
are shorter than the scenarios results without using CLD even if the traffic load is increased. 
Although the proposed CLD introduces minor dropout, the effective data ratio shall remain 
within an acceptable range. 
Through the analysis of results evaluation, we are confident to give positive answers to 
the expectations brought up at the beginning of this chapter. Firstly, the proposed cross-layer 
design is able to achieve the timelines requirement of WNCSs. Secondly, the proposed cross-
layer design is capable in exploiting bandwidth of channel resources efficiently. Finally, the 
proposed cross-layer can improve the proportion of effective data packets. 
Chapter 5 
Conclusion 
5.1 Summary of the Research 
Utilizing wireless network technologies to deploy networked control systems (NCSs) has in-
creasingly been drawing attention. Wireless NCS (WNCSs) provide better scalability, faster 
deployment, and lower maintenance costs compared to wired network solutions. However, the 
major limitation in designing WNCSs is the finite bandwidth due to the current IEEE 802.11 
technology and layered design architecture. This constraint introduces problems such as long 
time delay and inefficient utilization of channel. 
The long time delay results in the increase of ineffective sampling data and dropouts of 
sampling data packets, which degrades WNCSs performance. Moreover, utilizing the channel 
inefficiently leads WNCSs to waste the precious available channel/bandwidth resources. There-
fore, the objective is to adopt a cross-layer design approach to design a custom methodology, 
in order to fulfil the real-time requirement of WNCSs, and improve the efficiency of channel 
utilization at the same time. The contribution of this thesis is that a new cross-layer design 
methodology is designed specifically for the sampling period adjustment in WNCSs. This new 
design methodology is not only maintain the timely and effective data transmission, but also 
efficiently utilizes the channel resource to maximize the control performance of WNCSs. 
The proposed cross-layer design (CLD) primarily features in measuring the MAC layer 
packet delays, classifying network states, and dynamically adjusting sensors sampling period. It 
has the ability to adapt to different levels of network congestion to increase the sampling period 
(i.e. degrading the traffic input) in order to fulfil the timeliness requirement. Additionally, the 
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proposed CLD can also gradually and conditionally reduce the sampling period (i.e. relatively 
enlarging the traffic load) during an un-congested network state, so as to efficiently utilize the 
channel resources. The important fact is that the adjustment method of sampling period is dy-
namic and smoothed. Thus, it prevents frequent and unnecessary adjustments to remain system 
stability. The proposed design has been also considered the deployment of different scales of 
WNCSs, for both small-scale and large-scale WNCSs. A formula has been provided, which 
allows readers to define the parameter of adjustment degree for sampling period according to 
the number of deployed sensors. An implementation guide for deploying our proposed CLD in 
NS-2 is also given. 
In order to analyse the influence of traffic loads upon performance delays, an initial ex-
periment has been conducted. In the experiment, the marginal sampling periods which lead 
to the congestion network state have been found. In this thesis, three case studies have been 
provided to evaluate the performance of the proposed CLD. Simulations with and without the 
proposed CLD were included to give comparative results. The simulation results showed that 
the proposed CLD has fulfilled the timeliness requirement and also improved the proportion 
of effective data under the congestion and bursty network. Furthermore, the proposed CLD 
has enhanced the efficiency of channel utilization and still fulfilled the timeliness requirement 
during a un-congestion network state. 
5.2 Future Work 
This research has demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed cross-layer design in wire-
less networked control systems. However, there are limitations in this work due to the time 
boundary of the master by research program. These limitations are expected to be improved 
and considered in future studies: 
• Using a precise predicting method to deploy the parameter of adjustment degree for 
sampling period. This should dynamically fit in different scales of WNCSs instead of 
define it manually. 
• This research only concentrated on the one-way periodic traffic between sensors and 
controller in sampling systems. Some WNCS applications also involve the round-trip 
periodic traffic between actuators and controllers in feedback control systems. Therefore, 
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the future studies could focus on this application. 
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